Fd23b

About this item Details About this item. Item description Details Seller's description. What does
this price mean? This is the price excluding shipping and handling fees a seller has provided at
which the same item, or one that is nearly identical to it, is being offered for sale or has been
offered for sale in the recent past. The price may be the seller's own price elsewhere or another
seller's price. The "off" amount and percentage simply signifies the calculated difference
between the seller-provided price for the item elsewhere and the seller's price on eBay. Delivery
Wed, Mar 17 - Sat, Mar Buy It Now. Quantity 1 2 3 4 5. Add to cart. Ships from. Louisville,
Kentucky. Shipping, Returns and Payments Details See details. Accepted within 30 days. Import
charges. Includes international tracking. Learn more. Get the item you ordered or your money
back. Get the item you ordered or your money back Learn More. About this seller. Seller's other
items. Contact seller. Similar items to consider. About this item. Item Number. Item Ending. See
all. Scosche FD23B. Model number: FD23B. Internal SKU: fd23b. Manufacturer: Scosche. Plugs
into the factory harness without cutting any wires. Compatible with select Up Ford Vehicles.
Wire Harness for Pioneer Avh-pbh Avhpbh 4. You may also like. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Designed specifically to
fit these compatible car's and other select vehicles. Plugs directly into the factory harness
wiring connectors without cutting any wires. The wire and connectors on the car stereo
installation kit are from factory quality materials. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from:
Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 16 hrs and 55 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Very
Good. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Minor cosmetic imperfection on top, front or sides of item.
Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 7 hrs and 10 mins Details. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold
by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Visit the Scosche Store. Product Packaging:
Standard Packaging. Connects an aftermarket car stereo to the factory radio harness. Not
compatible with factory amplified amp systems. Direct Connection to the factory wiring harness
without cutting any wires. The wire and connectors on the car stereo wiring harness are
manufactured with factory quality materials. Standard color-coded wire harness car stereo kit
for easy installation. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Item Weight 1. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer Warranty does
not cover misuse of product. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Slight discrepancy with wiring diagram. Worked great
for my Ford F Super Cab! I have the standard sound option x4 6x8 speakers without factory sub
no steering wheel controls, etc. It was slightly confusing when trying to connect this adapter to
the harness that came with my JVC head unit. The wiring description included on the Scosche
packaging said nothing about a pink wire when, in fact, there was one on the adapter. This wire
says "mute" on the side in very small letters. The other mute wires brown in color are described
on the packaging, but pink was not included. Not too complicated of a problem to solve, but
foolproofing the instructions would have been good. Anyways, I insulated the extra mute wires
together with heat shrink tubing and installed the harness as if they didn't exist. After
installation my head unit and all speakers worked as expected, no problems to report. Would
definitely recommend this! There is very little room to tap into or rewire the factory harness.
With this adapter, you just wire to your new unit's connector. As mentioned before, all the pins
you will need are wired, with a few left-over. I soldered all my wires and used shrink wrap. The
wires colours were nearly perfect match, if you didn't have a wiring diagram. Don't be worried
about the steering wheel trigger wire for the stereo control. One wire controls 4 functions based
on circuit resistance. One person found this helpful. This was exactly what I needed to adapt a
pioneer radio to a f super duty. It was super easy to connect the wires with butt connectors and

the plastic seems to be better quality than the factory original. My old Ford factory stereo was a
bit of poo. That's figuratively- I have no knowledge of actual poo construction. I needed a new
stereo to drive the equally dung-like speakers, and that meant one of two things- either I go nuts
splicing wires and making lumps of electrical tape, or I needed a harness adapter. I chose this
item as the latter. Mind you, if you're colorblind, you might want to outsource this part. With all
the wires "mated" I hope that doesn't make my review too scandalous for you , it was a plug and
play operation. The color code on the bag is wrong. It showed an Orange wire but there was
none, but there was a pink wire that was unaccounted for, so maybe that's it? Three different
pins have a brown wire with MUTE written on the side. Supplying a bunch of extra pins is great,
but I still needed two pins that weren't there so I had to buy two and repin them. Plus, how hard
would it have been to give the spares different colors for clarity? Just a poorly executed
product. I just used this wiring harness yesterday to install an aftermarket stereo on my
Hyundai Sonata and I want to point out a couple of things. This harness is missing a couple of
wires that are important for Hyundai Sonata owners. It also actually has a couple of extra wires
too, that won't end up being connected to anything in the factory stereo wiring harness, but
those can be just capped off and ignored. But what's more concerning for those of us with a
Hyundai Sonata is that it's missing a larger spade connection at factory harness location 24 for
the power antenna, and also a smaller wire connection at factory harness location 19, which is
the remote control ground required if you want to have your steering wheel radio controls work
on your new, aftermarket stereo. Also note that this is the same wiring harness as the Metra
Radio Wiring Harness, except the FD23B adds an extra wire the has 18 wires and this one has
19 wires, IIRC , but it adds it add the wrong location for the Hyundai Sonata. I'll explain below As
"jasper pipestone" points out in his review of the Metra Radio Wiring Harness, a large wire is
missing for the power antenna. He mistakenly refers to this as factory wiring harness location
13 in his review, but it's actually factory wiring harness location Factory Harness location 13 is
the black common ground , so don't remove that one!. I did what he suggested and bought an
extra wiring harness because I knew I'd be short a couple of wires, and these wiring harnesses
are cheap. I popped the red wire retainer out from both harnesses. Then I lifted the little plastic
clip on the inside of the wiring harness that holds down one of the bigger spade wires and
removed it from one harness and then put it into the other harness, solving the location 24
problem. Also, this harness does not have a wire that matches up with factory harness location
19, which is the remote control ground, which is required if you plan on hooking your after
market stereo up to a steering wheel control interface like the Axxess ASWC that I used. Then I
reinstalled both of the red wiring harness retaining clips. It works perfectly! Hope this helps
somebody else out there. Fits ford f xlt supercrew. Wiring is straight forward, just match the
colors and connect the 2 bare metals wire together. Use electrical tape or wire connector. No
need to do anything else. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Bought to hook up
stereo in son's truck. Report abuse. If i could put zero stars i would. False advertising only
came with one piece picture for product shows multiple pieces!!! Not happy. Did exactly as said.
Fast shipping. Exactly what I needed. Couldn't find locally. Good price! More items to explore.
Pages with related products. See a
ebay 1966 mustang
bmw n54 timing chain replacement
2008 dodge charger radio
nd discover other items: ford transit , ford explorer , ford transit accessories , ford wire harness
, oem ford ford stereo , Ford Transit Connect. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
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